LoanLogics® IDEATM
{Intelligent Data Extraction & Automation}

How confident are you in the accuracy
of your loan file data?

Not sure, assess your level of confidence by
asking your vendor:

Where does your data
and document processing
technology fall short?

1

How many loan file documents can you index?

2

Does your indexing classify, version and validate the existence of loan file documents?

3

Can you accept various file formats (PDF, TIF, etc) and lower quality loan file documents?

4

Can you return a loan file as a bookmarked PDF?

5

Can you automatically extract data fields from documents and compare to LOS/source data?

6

How many/what percentage of data fields are you extracting today?

7

What is your accuracy rate on data extraction?

8

Do you apply any business rules logic to extracted data fields?

9

How fast can you process a loan file?

Not entirely satisfied with the answers to these questions?
Consider exploring a better option…
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In today’s mortgage origination process, the loan file
document is the single source of truth. Cross comparing
LOS/source data to loan file document data is the ONLY
way to ensure the most accurate loan quality data is
available. Does your data and document vendor provide
you with the most accurate data possible?

LoanLogics® IDEATM
{Intelligent Data Extraction & Automation}
LoanLogics IDEA document processing, data extraction and proprietary rules engine
technology delivers advanced intelligence beyond traditional OCR, resulting in faster
verification and validation of loan file data BEFORE a quality control audit begins.

Verified Data. Higher Accuracy. Greater Efficiency.

353+
1.11+
2.90+

Million Unique Documents Processed
Billion Loan Pages Processed
Billion Data Elements Extracted
Data as of March, 2018

LoanLogics IDEA puts your loan file documents into high definition through a 100% comparison across
all documents and data sources. It incorporates a combination of people, processes and technology,
to yield greater savings, increased efficiencies and faster turn times!

Granular and customized indexing of loan file documents 			
Customized sorting and ordering of loan file documents
Customized naming conventions of loan file documents
Chronological display of redundant loan file documents
Verification of existence of critical and non-critical loan file documents
Extraction and validation of data fields from loan documents for comparison with LOS/source data
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Extraction and validation of specific data fields according to customized business rules

